Metastatic sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma to the mandible treated with Sorafenib
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ABSTRACT
A case of metastatic sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma to the mandible treated with Sorafenib is reported. A 76-year-old man consulted us for hyposthesia of the right lower lip. Panorama X-ray film showed a radiolucent lesion in the right mandibular body. A diagnosis of metastatic tumor to the mandible from the left kidney was made after evaluation by computed tomography and positron emission tomography, which also revealed multiple bone metastases. After radiotherapy for mandibular and thoracic lesions, nephrectomy was performed. Histological diagnosis was sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma. Interferon therapy was performed but was not effective; therefore, a molecular targeted drug, Sorafenib, was administered. Sorafenib effectively inhibited the growth of oral and other metastatic lesions for 10 months. Quality of life was relatively well maintained with tolerable adverse effects. The patient survived for as long as 2 years after appearance of the first symptom.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Metastatic tumors to the oral cavity are very uncommon and represent approximately 1% of oral neoplasms [1]. Renal carcinoma is the third most common infracavicular neoplasm that metastasizes to the oral cavity, following that of lung and breast carcinoma [2]. Renal cell carcinoma that has metastasized at the time of initial diagnosis has an extremely poor prognosis, and more than 80% of patients die within 1 year [3]. Renal cell carcinoma with a sarcomatoid component often shows local invasion and distant metastasis. The prognosis is worse than that of other types of tumors [4,5] with a median survival time of 6.8 months [6].

The introduction of molecular targeted therapies has revolutionized the treatment approach to metastatic renal cell carcinoma. The use of a molecular targeted drug, Sorafenib, was approved in April 2008 in Japan. Compared with cytokine-based immunotherapy, molecular targeted therapy shows higher response rates at primary and metastatic sites, and a favorable safety profile [7].

We reported a case of metastatic sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma to the mandible, which was treated with Sorafenib in addition to nephrectomy, radiotherapy, and interferon therapy.

2. CASE REPORT
A 76-year-old man consulted a dental clinic with a complaint of hyposthesia of the right lower lip. He had noticed the hyposthesia 2 months previously; however, the symptom did not improve. He was referred to our hospital for a complete medical examination in September, 2008. He had a history of hypertension and had been using tobacco and alcohol for 50 years. His face was symmetric and the skin and oral mucosa in the right buccal region were normal (Figure 1). Swelling of submandibular lymph nodes was not observed. Hyposthesia

The right molar region of the mandible was covered with normal mucous membrane.

Figure 1. Oral finding at the first visit.
was observed in the right mental region. Panorama X-ray film showed a diffuse radiolucent lesion of 30 × 20 mm in the right mandibular body (Figure 2). Computed tomography (CT) demonstrated a 30 mm diffuse radiolucent lesion in the right mandibular body (Figure 3), and a 20 mm radiolucent lesion in the first thoracic vertebrae. On radioisotope examination (Tc99m), Tc99m was concentrated in the right mandibular body, the upper thoracic vertebrae, the right sacrum, the right 9th rib, and the left superior pole of the kidney. On positron emission tomography, 18F-FDG was concentrated in the right mandibular body (SUV max 12.2), the first thoracic vertebrae (standard uptake value (SUV) max 5.6), and the superior pole of the left kidney (SUV max 12.5) (Figure 4). Chest and abdominal CT showed a 78 × 76 mm aneurysm in the abdominal aorta, multiple lymph nodes swelling at the bilateral hilus pulmonis and mediastinum, and a 75 mm heterogeneous mass at the superior pole of the left kidney (Figure 5). Blood chemistry findings were all within normal limits. These findings led to the clinical diagnosis of metastatic tumor of the mandible from the left kidney, although characteristic clinical symptoms of renal carcinoma such as abdominal pain, hematuria, and abdominal mass were not observed. The patient was referred to Cardiovascular Surgery, Urology and Radiology Departments for further evaluation.
Endovascular aneurysm repair was performed by a stent graft for the abdominal aortic aneurysm before treatment for the renal carcinoma (Figure 6). The patient then underwent radiation therapy for the tumor of the mandible (total 37.5 Gy) and the first thoracic vertebrae; however, the mandibular tumor enlarged, and pathological fracture of the mandible occurred. Fortunately, the fracture site was not mobile and oral intake was possible. After radiation, the patient underwent cytoreductive radical nephrectomy of the left kidney. Histopathologic diagnosis was sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma, G3 pT3b (Figure 7). Interferon therapy (IFN-γ 3 × 10^6 units/day) was carried out after nephrectomy, but showed no marked effect on bone metastatic lesions. Therefore, the patient was administered a molecular targeted drug, Sorafenib (800 mg/day). Sorafenib inhibited the growth of all distant metastatic lesions for 10 months. The metastatic lesion in the mandible also remained dormant. Oral intake was not disturbed, although the mandible was gradually deviated toward the fracture side. The dose was reduced to 400 mg/day because a hand-foot skin reaction developed 1.5 months after administering the agent (Figure 8).

Other metastatic lesions became evident at the right clavicle, the right upper arm, the left 9th rib, the right iliac bone, the lung field and the sacrum 10 months after the start of molecular targeted therapy. To control hypercalcemia due to osteolysis of multiple metastatic sites, Zoledronate was administered. The mandibular lesion also expanded markedly. Oral mucous membrane ruptured and a necrotic tumor were exposed in the oral cavity with occasional oozing (Figure 9); therefore, radiation therapy was performed to inhibit the tumor growth and to prevent possible massive hemorrhage (total 30 Gy). Sorafenib therapy was continued after a short cessation during radiation therapy. Severe adverse events from Sorafenib developed a month after radiation. Gastrointestinal perforation was managed with decompression through a gastric tube in combination with antibiotics, γ-globulin, and Omeprazole therapy. Hypothyroidism was controlled with Levothyroxine. To reduce these side effects, Sorafenib was replaced with Sunitinib; however, the patient died of cancerous cachexia 2 years after developing hyposthesia of the lower lip.

3. DISCUSSION

Metastatic neoplasms to the oral cavity occur more often in patients over 60 years old [8,9]. In approximately 20% of cases, these tumors were found before the primary tumors, and most commonly developed in the molar region of the mandible [9-14]. Good blood supply to the
mandibular molar region is believed to contribute to hematogeneous metastasis [15]. Hyposthesia of the lower lip is a crucial indication of metastasis [16]. In the present case, primary or metastatic mandibular tumor was suspected from the progressive hyposthesia of the lower lip. By several radiological examinations such as CT, scintigraphy and PET, the clinical diagnosis of renal tumor with multiple metastases was obtained. Biopsy of

A: Sarcomatoid component: Pleomorphic and atypical cells proliferated accompanying necrosis in the sarcomatoid component, which occupied about 90% of the tumor (H & E, ×200); B: Clear cell component: Proliferation of clear tumor cells was partly observed (H & E, ×200).

**Figure 7.** Histological findings of the tumor.

A: Oral finding: The mandibular metastatic lesion expanded markedly. The necrotic mass was exposed in the oral cavity; B: CT finding of the mandible: 51 × 45 mm tumor was observed in the right mandibular body with destruction of buccal and lingual cortical bone (arrow); C: 3D angiography finding: The lesion was rich in blood vessels via infraalveolar and facial arteries (arrow).

**Figure 8.** Hand-foot syndrome on foot.

A: Oral finding: The mandibular metastatic lesion expanded markedly. The necrotic mass was exposed in the oral cavity; B: CT finding of the mandible: 51 × 45 mm tumor was observed in the right mandibular body with destruction of buccal and lingual cortical bone (arrow); C: 3D angiography finding: The lesion was rich in blood vessels via infraalveolar and facial arteries (arrow).

**Figure 9.** Mandibular lesion 10 months after the start of molecular targeted therapy.
the mandibular lesion was not performed for the definite diagnosis, since the diagnosis can be done during cytoreductive nephrectomy in selected patients with metastasis according to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guideline [17].

The prognosis of patients with metastatic neoplasms in the oral region is poor [10,11]. Most patients die within 1 year since metastatic tumors in the oral region are often preceded or accompanied by multiple metastatic lesions at other sites and organs [9]. Sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma, with metastasis at the initial diagnosis, shows an extremely poor prognosis with the median survival time of 6.3 months [4-6]. In the present case, 3 risk factors in predictors of short survival in NCCN guideline [17] (hemoglobin level below lower limit of normal, less than a year from original diagnosis to the start of systemic therapy, more than 2 sites of organ metastasis) were present. Therefore, the expected survival period was thought to be about 6 months in this case.

Mian [18] reported that the overall survival period was prolonged by nephrectomy and systemic therapy for sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma. The NCCN guideline [17] also indicates radiation therapy for bone metastases in some instances for palliation of symptoms such as pain or cord compression. In the present case, radiation therapy was performed at first since endovascular aneurismal repair was necessary before any surgical treatment. Then cytoreductive radical nephrectomy and interferon therapy were performed. Surgery for the mandibular lesion was not indicated because extensive reconstruction is required after segmental resection including soft tissue due to the growth of the lesion.

Since interferon therapy was not effective in this case, a molecular targeted drug, Sorafenib, was administered. Sorafenib is an oral multikinase inhibitor that blocks tumour cell proliferation by targeting the Raf/MEK/ERK signalling pathway and exerts an antiangiogenic effect by targeting the tyrosine kinases of vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR)-2, VEGFR-3, and platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR)-beta [18]. Sorafenib was reported to show a higher response rate in primary and metastatic sites of renal cell carcinoma with a favorable safety profile compared with cytokine-based immunotheapy and to prolong the progression-free survival (PFS) [7,19,20]. Sorafenib is also effective as a second-line drug with substantial anti-tumor activity for metastatic renal cell carcinoma after cytokine therapy [20]. The present patient tolerated Sorafenib therapy relatively well for a year. After hand-food syndrome developed at 1.5 months as a common adverse event [21], the therapy was continued with a lower dose, since rapid tumor revascularization and re-growth have been reported by the cessation of molecular targeted drugs [22].

Sorafenib effectively inhibited the growth of the metastatic lesions of sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma for 10 months, and prolonged the survival period for as long as 2 years with a relatively good quality of life after the appearance of the first symptom; however, the metastatic lesions became resistant to the therapy and expanded after 10 months. Furthermore, severe adverse events, such as gastrointestinal perforation and hypothyroidism, also developed in the late stage [23]; therefore, molecular targeted medicines should be used with great care in combination with supportive therapies to alleviate the symptoms and to minimize severe adverse events.

In conclusion, a case of metastatic sarcomatoid renal cell carcinoma to the mandible is reported. Sorafenib effectively inhibited the growth of metastatic lesions for 10 months after conventional therapies and prolonged the survival period for as long as 2 years after the appearance of the first symptom. Molecular targeted therapy is thought to be a forefront choice with validity for such a case.
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